Revised Scheme for grant of rewards to the children of laborers working in the Salt Industry.

(1) Short title and commencement:

i) This scheme may be called "The Scheme for grant of rewards to the children of salt workers, 1985 here in after referred to as" The Scheme".

ii) It shall come into force with immediate effect, and

iii) It shall be applicable to all to the salt worker’s children..

(2) Definition: In "The scheme" unless the context otherwise requires, a "salt worker" shall be a person working in Salt Industry.

(3) Scope: 3500 rewards shall be granted once in each academic year to the meritorious children of salt workers to enable the students to meet the initial expenses either partly or wholly for purchase of books, stationery etc. on admission to recognized Institute, recognized by State/Central Government.

Such rewards shall be granted to the students of the salt workers in cash, to be paid in one lump sum at the commencement of academic year at the rates given below:

a) Students of classes VI to VIII Rs. 1000/-

b) Student of classes IX to X Rs. 1500/-

c) Student of classes XI to XII Rs. 2000/-

(** the number of rewards has been increased to 3500 during the financial year 2011-12 vide Ministry of Commerce & Industry, Dept. of Industrial Policy & promotion (Salt Section), New Delhi's letter No. 44011/13/2002-Salt dated 16th January, 2012.).

Allocation of rewards in various salt producing regions will be as under. However, depending upon the response received from the Region Salt Commissioner may increase or decrease the number but the total reward shall not exceed to sanctioned numbers.

a) Gujarat 1580

b) Chennai 1120

c) Mumbai 80

d) Kolkata 120

e) Rajasthan 15

Total 3500
(4) Eligibility

(i) Children of only those salt workers who have put a minimum of one year continuous service in any of the salt works & passing from recognized Govt. School.

(ii) A child of a salt worker to be eligible for a reward should have passed the examination in first attempt.

(5) Applications:

A child of a salt worker who desires to avail himself/herself of a reward, shall apply in the prescribed form (Annexure) to the Salt Commissioner, Jaipur through his/her employer, latest by the 31st day of July of the academic year in which the child has passed the Primary/Middle/Secondary/Higher Secondary School Certificate examination. The application shall be forwarded to the Salt Commissioner, Jaipur through the Regional Officer of the Region in which the salt work concerned falls.

The Regional officer shall process all such applications and submit them to the Salt Commissioner, Jaipur with his recommendations, latest by the 20th August, of the academic year...

Such applications shall be accompanied by a certificate from the employer of the salt worker specifying the data from which the salt worker has been in continuous service in the salt work. Such Applications shall also be accompanied by a certificate that the child has passed Primary/ Middle/Secondary/ Higher Secondary school Certificate examination in first attempt and certified copy of the mark sheet showing the marks obtained by the child of the salt worker at the said examination duly issued by the concerned Board.

(6) Scrutiny of Applications:

All applications received by the Regional Officer shall be properly scrutinized by him and the Regional officer shall submit them to the Salt Commissioner with suitable recommendations for grant of rewards. For such a scrutiny and recommendation, the Regional Officer shall be guided strictly by merit as indicated by the percentage of marks obtained by the applicant in Primary/Middle/Higher Secondary/School Certificate examination in that academic year.

Preference will be given, other things being equal to the SC/ST/BC/Backward area applicants if applicants are both from either of these categories and general category.

(7) Selection:

On receipt of an application, with recommendations of the Regional Officer, the Salt Commissioner shall scrutinise all the applications and decided the case in which rewards shall be granted. The Salt Commissioner will be guided by the merit of applications and the recommendations of the Regional Officer in each case. The Salt Commissioner's decision in the matter of grant of rewards shall be final and no correspondence or appeal shall lie against his decision to give reward.

(8) Modification or termination of the Scheme: The scheme can be modified or revoked at any time by Government without assigning any reasons.

OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY/ASSISTANT SALT COMMISSIONER
REGION---------------------------------(CITY).

Application for grant of reward under the Scheme of rewards to the children of salt workers (Students passing the examination in the 1st attempt should only apply)

If the Student


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School/Board</th>
<th>Year of Passing</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>% of marks obtained (An attested copy of the marks to be Enclosed)</th>
<th>Whether passed the 1st attempt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Whether any brother/Sister of the candidate has also applied for reward under this Scheme. If so, his/her name to be indicated.

Whether belongs to SC/ST/OBC (Please enclose certificate)

Certified that the information given above is true to the best of our knowledge and belief.

Signature of the candidate: ____________________________

Signature of the father/guardian: ____________________________

**Certificate of the Employee of the parents of the applicant.**

Certified that Shri: _______________________________________

Whose name appears at Serial No. 2 above is employed in our _______________________________________

____________________________________-Salt works with effect from ________________-till date and he has been in continuous service of not less than three years at the time of applicant's passing Higher Secondary Examination.

Signature

Proprietor/Lessee

Salt Works